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• There are 8 planets in 
the solar system
– In 2006, Pluto was 

disqualified as a 
normal planet 

• They are common in:
– Orbiting the Sun in the 

same direction: CCW
– Orbits in almost the 

same plane
– Nearly circular orbits

The Solar System



1. Terrestrial planets: the four inner planets resembling the 
Earth

2. Jovian planets: the four outer planets resembling the 
Jupiter

• Differ in Physical properties
– Diameter:  small versus large
– Mass:         small versus large
– Density:     high versus low
– State:         solid versus gaseous

Two Categories of Planets



• Small in size (Diameter ~ 10,000 km; <= 1 DE )
• Small in mass (~ 1024 kg; <= 1 ME)
• high density (~ 5000 kg/m3)
• Composed of heavy elements: Fe, Ni, Si
• Solid

Terrestrial Planets



Jovian Planets
• Large in size (Diameter ~ 100,000 km; ~ 10 DE )
• Large in mass (~ 1026 kg; ~ 100 ME)
• Low density (~ 1000 kg/m3)
• Composed of light elements: H, He
• Gaseous



• >140 satellites are known
• Earth:1 ; Mars: 2: Mercury and Venus: none
• Jupiter: 62; Saturn 63; Uranus: 24; Neptune: 13
• Seven largest satellites, > 2000 km

Satellites



Chemical Composition
• Spectroscopes are used to study the spectra and spectral lines
• For example: Titan’s atmosphere is made of methane (CH4)



• Temperatures, determined by the distance from the Sun, explains 
chemical differences between terrestrial and Jovian planets

• Terrestrial planets are made mostly of heavy elements, such as iron, 
oxygen, silicon, magnesium, nickel and sulfur.

• Light elements (H and He) escape from the terrestrial planets, because 
of their high speed at high temperature (>250 K, or > -23°C)

• Jovian planets are composed mainly of light elements: hydrogen and 
helium

• Light elements (H and He) are trapped by Jovian planets because of 
their slow speed at low temperature (< 120 K, or < - 153°C)

• The stronger gravity of Jovian planets also help trap light elements. 

• Ice particles: substance such as water (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), 
methane (CH4) and ammonia (NH3) solidify at low temperature (100 K 
to 300 K) and form ice

Chemical Composition



• Asteroids are small and rocky objects orbiting the Sun, 
also called minor planets

• Asteroids belt: most asteroids orbit the Sun at distance 
between 2 to 3.5 AU (between Mars and Jupiter)

• There are thousands of kilometer-sized asteroids and 
millions of meter-sized asteroids

• The largest asteroid, Ceres, is about 900 km
• They are debris in the inner solar system

Asteroids

Eros
33 km long and 13 km wide

NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft 
landed on it in March 2000



• Trans-Neptunian objects: small and icy objects orbiting 
the Sun beyond the orbit of Neptune

• Kuiper belt: most trans-Neptunian objects orbit within a 
band that extends from 30 AU to 50 AU.

• >900 such objects have been found.
• Pluto is one of this category.
• They are debris in the outer solar system

Trans-Neptune Objects



• Comets are chunks of dirty ice.
• Oort cloud: a swarm of comets forming a spherical “halo”

extending to 50,000 AU
• They have highly elongated orbit.
• When close to the Sun, solar radiation vaporizes some 

of the ice material, forming a bluish tail of gas and a 
white tail of dust; both tails can extend for tens of million 
of kilometers

Comets



• Impact Craters: the result when meteoroids collide with the 
surface of a terrestrial planet or satellite

• Meteoroid: small object in space ranging from a few 
centimeters to a few hundred meters.

• Moon is heavily cratered, ~ 30,000 craters larger than 1 km
• Earth has few impact craters.

Moon                        Earth                        Mars

Craters



• Moon is geologically inactive
• Earth is geologically active. Craters are erased with time

• Plate movement
• Volcanoes
• Erosion form Water and Wind

• Geologic activity is powered by internal heat, which 
keeps the interior is partially molten
– The cooling rate of a planet is determined by the ratio of surface 

area and its volume; the larger the size, the smaller the ratio, thus 
the smaller the cooling rate

– The smaller the terrestrial world, the less internal heat it has
retained, and thus, the less geological activity it will display on its 
surface. The less geologically active the world, the older and hence 
more heavily cratered its surface

Craters



Planet Interior

Bar Magnet                        Earth’s Magnetic Field

• A planet or satellite with a global magnetic field has liquid 
metallic material in its interior that conducts electricity.
– The liquid material, e.g. molten iron.
– It is in motion, generating magnetic field through a process 

similar to electric dynamo.



Final Notes on Chap. 7

• There are in total 8 sections. Section 7-1 to 7-7 are studied.



Advanced Question
Chap. 7, Q22 in P181 

Mars has two small satellites, Phobos and Deimos. 
Phobos circles Mars once every 0.31891 day at an 
average altitude of 5890 km above the planet’s 
surface. The diameter of Mars is 6794 km. Using this 
information, calculate the mass and average density 
of Mars.
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